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Effects of Subsidized Health Insurance

on Newborn Health in a Developing Country ∗

Adriana Camacho Emily Conover

May 5, 2009

Abstract

Colombia’s rapid and considerable expansion of health insurance coverage in the
1990s provides an opportunity to evaluate in a developing country whether health in-
surance increases the use of health care services and improves outcomes. Using regres-
sion discontinuity design we explore whether subsidized health insurance for the poor
increases the use of health services and if it improves newborn health. Babies born from
mothers with subsidized health insurance have a lower incidence of low birth weight.
Extending the analysis to a period where there is evidence of manipulation in treatment
assignment, we find that the positive effects disappear.
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Efectos del Seguro de Salud Subsidiado

en el Peso al Nacer en Colombia∗

Adriana Camacho Emily Conover

Resumen

La rápida expansión que vivió Colombia en el cubrimiento de seguro de salud en la década
de los noventas brinda una oportunidad importante para evaluar si el mayor cubrimiento afecta
el uso de servicios médicos y los resultados de salud. Utilizamos la discontinuidad existente en
la regla de elegibilidad del Régimen Subsidiado, el seguro de salud subsidado para la población
pobre, y de esta manera encontramos si el Régimen Subsidiado espećıficamente incrementa: el
número de partos asistidos por doctores, el número de citas prenatales, el número de partos
atendidos en hospitales. Adicionalmente revisamos si el Régimen Subsidiado tiene un impacto
sobre la salud de los recien nacidos medida por: el peso al nacer, el termino de gestación, el
puntaje Apgar y la incidencia de muy bajo y bajo peso al nacer. Encontramos que el Régimen
Subsidiado tiene un efecto positivo en el peso al nacer. También encontramos que el impacto
en otras medidas de salud o de acceso a personal o centros médicos es positivo, pero no siempre
consistentemente significativo.

Clasificación JEL D72, I32, I38.
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1 Introduction

Countries around the world are devoting important resources to provide health insurance for chil-

dren and the poor. In the United States an ongoing debate concerns the extent of government

involvement in health insurance provision. Several studies in developed countries document that

increasing coverage of health insurance to poor mothers and children has positive effects on chil-

dren’s health (Currie and Gruber (1996), Currie and Gruber (1996b), Cole (1995), Hanratty (1996).)

The expansion of health insurance however does not necessarily result in better health outcomes in

the population. In particular, the expected gains in health outcomes may not materialize when the

programs depend on weak institutions.1 Several developing countries are reforming or expanding

their health insurance infrastructure (Wagstaff (2007)).2 But in a developing country context, there

is little evidence of health outcome improvements due to insurance expansions.3

Colombia’s rapid increase in health insurance coverage in the 1990s provides an opportunity

for evaluating its impact on health care outcomes. In this study we examine whether the avail-

ability of health insurance for the poor through Colombia’s Subsidized Regime (SR) improved

health outcomes for newborns and increased access of pregnant mothers to medical personnel.4

While the institutional context is particular to the Colombian reform, the broader conclusions may

be of interest to other countries that are considering using similar targeting systems to identify

beneficiaries.

Eligibility for the Subsidized Regime was determined discontinuously using a poverty index
1See Banerjee et al. (2004) for a description of poor public care provision due to high rates of absenteeism by

medical personnel. Another adverse consequence of health insurance expansion can be the wasteful use of the health

care system (Arrow, 1963).
2See Wagstaff (2007) for an analysis on the benefits and costs of social health insurance provision through the

world.
3Studies that have looked at this or related questions in developing countries include: Dow et al. (2003) in Costa

Rica, Gertler and Barber (2008) in Mexico, Wagstaff and Pradhan (2005) in Vietnam.
4Studies that have looked at different aspects of Colombia’s health insurance expansion include: Gaviria et al.

(2006), Castaño et al. (2002), Plaza et al. (2001).
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score. This score was constructed using information collected in a Census of the Poor. Following

guidelines from the central government, the Census was conducted by each municipality with door-

to-door interviews in low income neighborhoods, although people living in other neighborhoods

could also request interviews.5 The poverty index score ranged from 0 (poorest) to 100 (least

poor). At the national level, urban households with scores less than or equal to 47 were eligible for

the Subsidized Regime.6

Using eligibility as an instrument for assignment to the Subsidized Regime and the discontinuity

in eligibility status, we estimate with a regression discontinuity methodology (Hahn et. al, 2001),

whether the SR improved: use of medical personnel by pregnant women (measured by use of

health care facilities and the number of prenatal care visits); and newborn health (measured by

birth weight, incidence of low and very low birth weight, incidence of having an Apgar 5 score

between 7-10 (best), and preterm (< 37 weeks) delivery indicators).7 The dataset we use links

individual level information from the Census of the Poor to the national Birth Records using the

mother’s identifier, and corroborates mothers’ affiliation to the SR using administrative records

from the Secretary of Health. The matched dataset uses the first Census of the Poor, which was

conducted from 1994 to 2003, and birth record information from 1998 to 2003.

With administrative data we are able to use measures of health that are not self-reported. In

addition, by using national birth records matched to the Census of the Poor as opposed to sample

data, we are able to obtain estimates that can be interpreted for all of the locally treated population.

The population data also provides a sufficiently large number of observations around the threshold
5Colombia’s neighborhoods are socioeconomically stratified into six official levels (strata)–and one unofficial level

0–, with stratum level 1 the poorest and level 6 the wealthiest. Neighborhoods in strata level less than 4 were targeted.
6See legislation for Consejo Nacional de Seguridad Social en Salud, Acuerdo 23, Caṕıtulo II, Art́ıculos 3-6, 1995.

There was an exception in a municipality that extended the cutoff threshold. We take this threshold extension into

account in our analysis.
7The Apgar 5 score is designed to rapidly measure a newborn’s physical condition 5 minutes after delivery in order

to determine any immediate need for additional medical attention. The score ranges between 0-10, 10 being the best

score. In the health records, scores are reported in 3 categories, with 7-10 being the top category.
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for precise estimates using a regression discontinuity methodology.

We estimate the results using data from a single municipality before and after 1998, the year

after which there is evidence of manipulation in the poverty index scores (see Camacho and Conover,

2008, and Section 3 for more details). The comparison of the findings, using the two samples, allows

us to infer information about the people who had their scores lowered after the score algorithm

became known at the end of 1997.

In the pre manipulation sample, we find that the Subsidized Regime had a significant and

positive effect on health, reducing the incidence of low birth weight by approximately 14%.8 These

results are consistent with Gertler and Barber (2008). Studying a program in Mexico, they also

find a reduction in the incidence of low birth weight, which they explain with improvements in

the quality of prenatal care. Although we find that the direction of the impact on other outcome

measures indicates an improvement in newborn health, these results are not always significant. The

reduction in the incidence of low birth weight disappear and become positive when the analysis is

done using data from Census of the Poor interviews conducted after 1998 when there is evidence

of poverty index score manipulation.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides information on the health reform, and

the different types of health care provided to pregnant mothers and newborns. In section 3 we

describe the main dataset used in the analysis. This dataset matches the Census of the Poor,

Birth Records and administrative records of enrollment in the SR at the individual level using the

mother’s identifier. In section 4 we provide a conceptual framework and describe the identification

strategy. In section 5 we present the main empirical findings, including checks for sample selection.

We discuss the results in section 6. In section 7 we provide results from Census of the Poor

interviews conducted after 1998. There the poverty index score distribution exhibits “bunching”
8These results correspond to our prefered estimates given in Table 4 column (1).
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below the eligibility threshold. We conclude and provide suggestions for future data collection

efforts and research in section 8.

2 Background

In the early 1990s important changes were made to Colombia’s health insurance system. During

this period reforms were implemented that sought to: promote decentralization; improve efficiency

and equity in health care delivery; and expand health insurance coverage with the goal of making it

universal. The reforms created two types of health insurance affiliations: the Contributive Regime

(CR), mandatory for anyone formally employed; and the Subsidized Regime (SR) for the poor

and unemployed. These affiliations provide health services and medicine plans. Until recently, the

plan offered by the Contributive Regime was more comprehensive than the one provided by the

Subsidized Regime. Not everyone falls into one of the two regimes however. People who do not

have any type of health insurance are known as vinculados. Vinculados can go to hospitals and

clinics for public assistance. In contrast to the SR enrollees, they are not entitled to a standard

package of services or medicines, and the quality and extent of their care depends on the contracts

the municipalities have with the hospitals and clinics, and their resources. If resources are limited,

vinculados have to pay for services (Quintana, 2002).

The reform also established a free and universal basic health plan administered at the local level

known as Plan de Atención Básica (PAB). The Basic Health Plan (PAB) was designed to monitor

and promote public health interventions (e.g. vaccination campaigns, prevention and control of

highly contagious diseases) and it encompassed prenatal care and attention to newborns.9 After

the reform, health insurance coverage, from enrollment in the Contributive Regime and Subsidized

Regime, increased from 20% in the early 1990s to 60% by 1998 (DNP, 2003, p.54).10

9See Resolución 04288 from Nov. 20, 1996; Tafur, 1998, p.190.
10See Tafur (1998) and Gaviria et al. (2006) for details on the Colombian health insurance system.
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The Subsidized Regime provides a package of health services for pregnant women including

prenatal care, delivery care, cesarean delivery and special care for women with high risk pregnancies.

It also provides a package of medicines, vitamins and nutritional supplements. In addition, the

insurance agencies are required to have prevention campaigns of illnesses related to pregnancy and

delivery, which include early detection of pregnancy and risk assessment, blood and urine tests,

detection and prevention of physical, psychological and sexual abuse, vaccines, and information on

the effects of alcohol, drugs and tobacco during pregnancy.11

In theory pregnant mothers, not covered by the Contributive or the Subsidized Regime, through

the Basic Health Plan and public assistance care, have access to the same type of services as enrollees

in the SR. Importantly, however, they do not have access to the package of medicines, and until

recently, were sometimes charged a co-payment fee for certain services. The SR can therefore

differentially affect newborn health through nutritional supplements, medicines, information about

better behavioral practices, or through the intensity and quality of care given to the mothers. In

this paper we estimate the differential impact on newborn health comparing the SR to no insurance

affiliation, controlling for affiliation to the CR.

3 Data

The main dataset used in this paper is urban matched records of Census of the Poor with Birth

Records using the mother’s identifier for one large municipality. In addition, we are able to confirm

affiliation to the SR as reported in the birth records, using administrative records provided by the

Secretary of Health. The Census of the Poor was conducted by each municipality between 1994 and

2003. This Census is not a panel dataset despite the fact that it spans a 10 year period. Generally,

each household was interviewed only once and most municipalities conducted more than one round
11See legislation for Consejo Nacional de Seguridad Social en Salud, Acuerdo 23, Caṕıtulo III, Art́ıculo 15, 1995;

Consejo Nacional de Seguridad Social en Salud, Acuerdo 49, 1996; Resolución 3997 de 1996; Resolución 03384 de

2000.
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of interviews.

Eligibility for the Subsidized Regime was determined by the poverty index score. At the national

level, urban households with scores less than or equal to 47 were eligible. The municipality we study

however, was able to extend coverage by increasing the eligibility threshold initially to a score of

48, then 50 and a few years later to a score of 52. In our analysis we take this information into

account and align the eligibility threshold.

Registration of birth is mandatory in Colombia. The Birth Record database includes informa-

tion for all live births registered from 1998 to 2003. Prior to 1998 birth record information was not

collected at the time of delivery. Information in the Birth Records includes birth weight, height,

Apgar scores in categories, parents’ residence, education level, age, number of prenatal care visits,

place of birth, delivery type, gestation period (in categories) and insurance affiliation. The health

information collected, with the exception of prenatal care visits, is measured by health professionals.

Parents’ characteristics are also self-reported.

As a general description of the Birth Records, as reported in Table 1, on average mothers had

5.8 prenatal care visits, more than 99% of babies were born in a hospital and there was a doctor

present at the delivery. The average birth weight for babies in the matched dataset born prior to

1998 is 3041 grams, 10.4% of births have low birth weights (< 2500 grams), 1% have very low birth

weights (< 1500 grams), 14.6% of babies are born before week 37, and 92% of the babies have a 5

minute APGAR score above 7.

The matched dataset includes all people who appear in both databases and live in the large

municipality where we verified implementation and administrative procedures. Given the timing

of the Census of the Poor and the Birth Records files, in the matched dataset some mothers were

interviewed before delivery, and others after delivery. Since a prerequisite for assignment into the

Subsidized Regime is having a Census of the Poor interview, we only use information from mothers
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who were interviewed before delivery. We checked for the quality of the matched records by using

variables that overlap in both datasets such as gender, age, and education.12 We also verified that

the distribution across socio-economic strata levels in the matched dataset is similar to that in the

Census of the Poor, and corroborated affiliation in the SR using administrative information.

In Camacho and Conover (2008) the authors find evidence of manipulation in the poverty score

distribution in certain municipalities particularly after the score algorithm was made known to

local officials at the end of 1997. The authors show the emergence of a sharp discontinuity exactly

at the eligibility threshold in the poverty score distribution starting in 1998. The design of the

Census of the Poor could, in theory, allow the use of regression discontinuity (RD) by exploiting

the discontinuous assignment of treatment based on the score. However, the results presented in

Camacho and Conover (2008) show evidence of sorting at the eligibility threshold invalidating the

use of RD as an appropriate methodology for the full sample. Nevertheless, it is possible to estimate

the effects of the Subsidized Regime on health outcomes in a subset of observations. In particular,

we can estimate the effect using mothers that had Census of the Poor interviews conducted before

1998, when the score algorithm had not yet been revealed and there is no evidence of sorting at

the eligibility threshold. We can then compare these findings to results using interviews conducted

after 1998. Summary statistics broken down by the period during which the Census of the Poor

interviews were conducted are presented in Table 1.

4 Conceptual Framework and Identification Strategy

4.1 Conceptual Framework

There are many factors that influence health outcomes, e.g. genetics, environment, health care

usage, non-medical inputs, etc, and it is often difficult to disentangle the effects of these factors
12We allow for possible increases in education over time due to the timing of the Census of the Poor interview and

the delivery date.
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on health. In addition, when studying the effects of health insurance on health outcomes, a key

challenge is adverse selection since, in some situations, less healthy individuals are more likely

to demand insurance and services. It is also possible to have positive selection, when healthier

(wealthier) individuals seek more medical care. Following the general framework for estimating

the determinants of child health used in this literature (Grossman and Joyce (1990), Rosenzweig

and Schultz (1983), Schultz (1984).), we can think of newborn health (H) as a function of health

care usage (C), health endowment (G), the environment (E), other non-medical inputs (N) such as

nutrition or education, and unobserved characteristics (ε):

Hit = f(Cit = h(Iit), Gi, Et, Nit = h(Iit), εi) (1)

where health care usage (C) is a function of health insurance affiliation (I), i denotes an individual,

and t time. To be able to estimate the effect of health insurance on health outcomes, we need

a situation where insurance allocation is determined exogenously. The Colombian case can be

considered an exogenous allocation of health insurance to people just below the eligibility threshold,

relative to people just above it. Specifically, the Subsidized Regime can be affecting health care

usage, access to nutritional supplements, or intensity and quality of care, and thus through these

channels influencing newborn health. In addition, to the extent that the insurance agencies for the

SR are fulfilling their roles in early detection of pregnancy and providing nutrition and behavioral

information to pregnant women, the Subsidized Regime could also affect newborn health through

its early effect on other non-medical inputs (N).

4.2 Identification Strategy

The design of the program allows for analysis using a fuzzy regression discontinuity methodology

(Hahn et. al, 2001). This methodology requires a selection rule known to the researcher, a disconti-

nuity in treatment assignment, and no endogenous sorting at the threshold. The basic idea is to use
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the discontinuity at the threshold to compare outcomes of people near the threshold who got the

Subsidized Regime (treatment) with those who did not (control). If all other observable variables

are smooth at the threshold, and we have no reason to believe that unobserved characteristics are

discontinuous at the threshold, then we can assign the change in the outcomes to the change in

treatment.

Since not all eligible people were in the Subsidized Regime, when calculating the treatment

effect we use an instrumental variable methodology. Specifically, we divide the observed change

in the outcome by the change in the probability of treatment. Formally, first we need to check

that the eligibility indicator is strongly correlated with enrollment in the Subsidized Regime and

that there exists a discontinuity in treatment assignment at the threshold. This corresponds to the

first stage regression, where we instrument enrollment in the Subsidized Regime with the eligibility

indicator. For example, we would estimate:

SRi = δ0 + δ1eligi + f1 (scorei|scorei ≤ score) (2)

+ f2 (scorei|scorei > score) + γt + CRi + εi

Where score is the threshold score used to determined eligibility for the Subsidized Regime; i

identifies the mother; t corresponds to the delivery year. Because we are interested in estimating the

effects of the SR compared to people with no insurance, in the regressions we include an indicator

variable to control for enrollment in the CR. Then, we estimate the reduced form regression using

the eligibility indicator as an instrument for enrollment status to determine the effect of the SR on

access to health care and health outcomes. For example, for low birth weight we estimate:

lbwi = π0 + π1eligi + f1 (scorei|scorei ≤ score) (3)

+ f2 (scorei|scorei > score) + γt + CRi + ηi

where lbwi corresponds to an indicator variable of low birth weight to the baby born to mother
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i. The coefficient of interest is then obtained by dividing the reduced form coefficient by the first

stage estimate: θ = π1
δ1

. Here we assume that the eligibility indicator affects health outcomes

only through enrollment in the Subsidized Regime. The results reported are local effects for the

subpopulation around the threshold, rather than average effects for all SR recipients.

5 Results

5.1 Eligibility as an Instrument for Treatment Assignment

As discussed in the previous section, discontinuity in treatment assignment is necessary for RD.

We start by showing and estimating the discontinuity in assignment to the Subsidized Regime at

the eligibility threshold. Figure 1 shows the probability of being in the Subsidized Regime as a

function of the distance to the eligibility threshold. The corresponding regression results are given

in panel A of Table 3.

We estimate the first stage regression using a quartic polynomial of the distance to the threshold

on each side of the discontinuity following equation 2. We also report results using only observations

2 and 5 points above and below the threshold, and a local linear regression. For the local linear

regression we implement a procedure to select a rule-of-thumb bandwidth suggested by Fan and

Gijbels (1996) and reported by McCrary (2008). This procedure uses the selected bandwidth and a

triangular kernel to fit a local linear regression on each side of the threshold. In all the parametric

regressions we include controls for year of birth, since the health network infrastructure and general

macro economic conditions could have changed from year to year. Allowing for the possibility of

functional form misspecification due to the discrete support of the data, we cluster the parametric

estimates at the score level (Card and Lee, 2008). We also include results with controls for baby

and mother characteristics, as listed in Table 1.

Evaluated at the threshold, the parametric regression results show an 11 percent increase in the

probability of being in the Subsidized Regime among the eligible. The local linear regression results
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show a very similar increase in the probability of being in the Subsidized Regime (10.9%). The

results using data 2 and 5 points above and below the threshold show a 9.8% and 10.7% increase

respectively. The results are significant at the 1% significance level.

Two important features of Figure 1 are worth noting. First, not all the eligible people were in

the SR, partly because some people who were eligible already were in the Contributive Regime, and

according to the legislation people are not allowed to enroll in two regimes. In particular, during

the period of this study, being in the CR disqualifies someone from the SR (Tafur, 1998, p.169).13

Furthermore, eligible people are not automatically enrolled in the Subsidized Regime. Enrollment

in the SR typically required people going to an office and choosing a health care provider. To

account for the fact that the probability of being in the Subsidized Regime is not equal to one

for the eligible population, we use eligibility as an instrument for assignment into the SR. Second,

some people above the eligibility threshold appear in the Subsidized Regime. This can be partly

explained by exceptions made to specific population groups when assigning the SR, including people

from indigenous communities, homeless, displaced groups or certified artists (Tafur, 1998, p. 158

and Minproteccion Social, 2006.). This information unfortunately is not available in the data,

however, we are able to corroborate affiliation into the SR using administrative records from the

Secretary of Health.

5.2 Verifying Assumptions Necessary for RD estimation

Next, we consider the possibility of sorting at the threshold. In particular, we look at whether

characteristics not likely to be affected by the Subsidized Regime and not used in the calculation

of the Poverty Index Score show a discontinuity at the threshold. In Table 2 we report results

from parametric and local linear regressions for the control variables of the mother and the baby,
13In 2005 changes in the legislation were introduced, allowing a temporary period of time in which people could

keep the Subsidized Regime while still being eligible for the Contributive Regime (Consejo Nacional de Seguridad

Social en Salud, Acuerdo 304 de 2005).
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evaluated at the threshold. Each cell corresponds to a different regression similar to equation 2,

but replacing SR for each of the variables listed. The variables in the pre manipulation period do

not exhibit a significant discontinuity at the threshold. Single birth is the only variable that shows

a significant discontinuity at the threshold after 1998, but the level of significance is 10% and the

results are not consistent across specifications.

Even if we do not see discontinuities in the covariates, it could be the case that there is “bunch-

ing” at the threshold, i.e. a discontinuity in the number of people that we see right below the

threshold relative to those right above the threshold.14 In Figure 2 we plot the density of people in

the matched sample as a function of distance from the threshold. The figure, although not perfectly

smooth, does not exhibit a drop above the eligibility threshold.15

5.3 Impact of the Subsidized Regime on Health Services and Outcomes

In this section we explore whether the Subsidized Regime improved use of health services measured

by whether or not mothers had prenatal care visits, whether the birth took place at a hospital and

whether a doctor was present during the delivery. We also look at whether the Subsidized Regime

improved newborn health outcomes measured by birth weight, incidence of low and very low birth

weight, probability of being premature (< 37 weeks of gestation), and probability of having an

Apgar 5 score between 7 and 10.

Panel B of Table 3 shows the instrumental variable results of the SR on use of health care

facilities using eligibility as an instrument for SR assignment. The corresponding graphs to the

regressions in column (2), with a quartic specification and controls for year of birth and baby

characteristics, are shown in Figure 3.16 We do not find any evidence of a differential impact of
14See McCrary (2008) for a detailed discussion of this issue.
15We also checked that the density of the overall score distribution (not just the matched sample) did not exhibit

a drop after the eligibility threshold.
16Baby controls include: indicators for baby’s sex, single or multiple birth, and birth order.
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the SR on use of health care facilities.17 It is important to note however, that the hospital birth

and delivery indicators have very little variation. As reported in Table 1 over 99% of the deliveries

occur in a hospital with a doctor present. In the next seccion, we discuss possible reasons why the

prenatal care indicator is likely to be measured with error and thus affect the results.

Panel C of Table 3 reports the results on health outcomes. The SR appears to have a positive

impact on newborn health outcomes by lowering the incidence of low birth weight. The effect is

large: a 13-37% reduction in the incidence of low birth weight with a 100% expansion of the SR.

However, a 100% expansion of the SR is highly unlikely due to the program costs and design.18

Furthermore, the RD estimates obtained are local average treatment effects (LATE). These esti-

mates are not necessarily the appropriate measure to use when trying to estimate the effects that

an SR expansion would have on the overall population. Other indicators of use of health care

and newborn health show a positive impact (higher birth weight, lower incidence of very low birth

weight, lower incidence of preterm deliveries and higher 5 minute Apgar scores), but are generally

not significant. The corresponding graphs are reported in Figure 4.

An argument for the positive results we obtain could be sample selection. In particular, one

possibility is that enrollment in the SR requires some effort thus among the eligible women, healthier

women enrolled in the SR.19 Thus, the results could not be due to the SR but to the underlying
17We also estimated the effects of the Subsidized Regime on number of prenatal visits, not just on an indicator

variable. Overall, we do not find evidence of a significant and positive effect of the SR on the number of prenatal

care visits.
18The SR is partly subsidized by contributions to the CR. A 100% expansion would dramatically reduce the

contribution pool in the presence of strategic behavior. Even without strategic individual behavior, this expansion

would increase government spending on health substantially–which as a proportion of government spending on social

programs had already approximately doubled from 1990 to 1998 (DNP, p.44, 2003). Based on the time period and

data use in this study, the maximum expansion of the SR required to cover all the uninsured would be 80%. Hence,

considering costs and the design of the system, a more realistic estimate would be a 1.3%-3.7% reduction in the

incidence of low birth weight with a 10% expansion of the SR.
19The process of enrollment into the SR typically is done on a first-come-first-served basis. It requires a household

member to go to an office and select a health care provider. People often have to wait in line on a designated day.

Note that if, instead, women with poorer health are more likely to enroll in the SR (because they benefit more), then

the findings reported here would underestimate the true effect.
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health of the mothers in the SR. To rule out this possibility, we would need mother’s health data at

the time of enrollment. These data however do not exist. Instead, what we can to is to exclude from

the analysis the mothers who were interviewed less than one year before delivery. We do this to

address the concern about selection due to women who seek the SR because they anticipate getting

pregnant. If after excluding women interviewed within a year of delivery the results are different

(either higher or lower), then we should give more consideration to the possibility of selection.

Results excluding the mothers interviewed within a year of delivery, are reported in Table 4. The

table shows that the positive effects of the SR on the reduction in the incidence of low birth weight

persist and are similar in magnitude to the results shown in Table 3. The parametric regression

results also show that a 10% expansion of the SR would result in an increase of 0.1% on the

probability of having an Apgar score above 7.

6 Discussion

Subsidized health insurance provision to the poor through the Subsidized Regime appears to have

had a significant and positive effect on newborn health by reducing the incidence of low birth

weight. However, given that health outcomes such as birth weight cannot be affected by conditions

at the time of delivery, it is somewhat puzzling that we do not find evidence of improvements in use

of prenatal care services, in particular prenatal care. In this section we offer possible explanations

for these apparently conflicting results and show findings from an alternative data source, the

Colombian Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) for 2000 and 2005, which have more extensive

pregnancy care information.

A possible reason why we do not find an increase in the use of prenatal care services is that

unlike the health outcomes variables which are measured by health professionals, the prenatal care

indicator is self-reported by the mother without verification, or collected from records kept in a
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health card known as the CLAP, if the mother brings this card at the time of delivery.20 Thus, the

quality of this variable could be less reliable than desirable, and the measurement error could be

different above and below the threshold.21

Second, anecdotal evidence and Ramirez et al. (2004) reports differences in quality of service

provided by type of insurance affiliation. In addition, studies which have looked at the impact of

the Subsidized Regime on adult health have found positive effects on self-reported health status

(Gaviria et al., 2006). Gertler and Barber (2008) also argue that better birth outcomes in their

analysis in Mexico are “entirely explained by better quality of prenatal care.” In our analysis, we

are limited by the birth record data in capturing a quality of service dimension. However, in the

Colombian case, improvements in birth weight could also be due to better quality of service.

Using the DHS data we sought any suggestive evidence of higher quality service provided to

mothers affiliated in the Subsidized Regime compared to mothers without any affiliation. Table 6

shows tabulations using the DHS 2000 and 2005 for different types of care provided to expectant

mothers before, during and after delivery.22 To reduce the possibility of recall error, we limit

the sample to mothers who gave birth within a year of the survey. Table 6 shows that prior to

delivery, there is suggestion of better care provided to mothers with SR affiliation. In particular,

mothers with SR affiliation, relative to mothers with no affiliation, show more prenatal care visits

and a higher proportion receiving instruction about breastfeeding. These breastfeeding sessions

provide more than just instructions on how to nurse the baby, they also give parents guidelines

on behavioral changes and well being practices that improve the mother’s and baby’s health (e.g.
20From anecdotal evidence in conversations with health professionals, less than 50% of mother’s bring the CLAP

card at time of delivery.
21It is easy to think that mother’s have better things to worry about at the time of delivery, than accurately

reporting the number of prenatal visits they had.
22We do not use 1995 because there are very few mothers with information on health insurance affiliation. The

2000 DHS data does not include the poverty index score. We do not calculate a proxy score because not all the

variables needed for calculating the score are collected in the DHS. Using the variables available to try to estimate

the poverty index score is likely to imprecisely assign where people fall relative to the threshold, invalidating the RD

results. The 2005 data has limited observations for RD estimation.
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drinking, smoking, stress management, etc). During delivery, mothers with SR affiliation are more

likely to have a cesarean section and a lower incidence of prolonged labor. After delivery, mothers

with SR are more likely to report having their health checked by a medical professional and to have

received care when there are complications.

7 Empirical Findings with Evidence of Sorting

As a comparison analysis, and with the understanding that any causal interpretation is compromised

due to manipulation, in this section we report empirical results using data from Census of the Poor

interviews collected after 1998. The summary statistics for these data are reported in Table 1.

We start by showing the Poverty Score distribution for the matched dataset in Figure 5. This

figure shows “bunching” right before the eligibility threshold, suggesting that there was manipula-

tion in the score distribution. The results from the first stage regression as estimated in equation

2 are shown in Figure 6, using a different quartic parametric specification. The corresponding

regression results are reported in panel A of Table 5. The probability of being in the SR is around

10% higher below the threshold. The results show a clear discontinuity at the threshold, and are

precisely estimated at a 1% significance level.

Panel B of Table 5 reports the regression results for the outcome variables using the instrumental

variable methodology described in section 4. Unlike the pre 1998 results, we do not see consistent

evidence of a reduced incidence of low birth weight. In fact the probability of having a low birth

weight baby is significantly higher below the threshold (2.2-2.7% for a 10% increase in the SR).

The corresponding graphs are shown in Figure 8.

In summary, the positive gains of the Subsidized Regime disappear when there is sample ma-

nipulation. This is consistent with selection that assumes heterogeneity across individuals who

had their scores lowered. In particular, if the true effect of the Subsidized Regime on newborn
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health is positive, then the results in this section suggest that mothers with worse health outcomes

(within a score level), had their scores lowered to some point below the threshold. This hypothesis

is consistent with an increase in the probability of preterm births of around 2.3% for an increase

of 10% in SR, as reported in the parametric regression of Table 5. Consequently, if within a score

the least healthy mothers above the threshold got switched back, then that could translate into a

lower mean score before the threshold, and a higher mean score after the threshold, possibly to the

point of making the positive effect disappear.23

8 Conclusion

In this paper we use a regression discontinuity methodology to estimate the effect on newborn

health of a government run subsidized health insurance program for the poor in Colombia. This

program was implemented under a series of reforms to the health care sector that according to a

document from the National Planning Department expanded population health insurance coverage

by 40% from the early 1990s to 1998 (DNP, 2003, p.54).

We use population data, that with the mother’s identifier, matched birth records to a Census

of the Poor. In addition we confirm enrollment in the government run subsidized health insurance

program with information from the Secretary of Health. This matched dataset allowed us to identify

newborns of mothers who were just below the eligibility threshold and compare their outcomes to

newborns of mothers who were just above the threshold. Using different specifications we find that

the Subsidized Regime had a large, positive and significant impact on reducing the incidence of low

birth weight. Our preferred specification, reported on Table 4 column (1) indicates an effect of a

14% reduction of incidence of low birth weight with a 100% expansion of the SR. Given the costs

and structure of the program, a 100% expansion is highly unlikely however, thus a more realistic
23This assumes that the health distributions within a score are similar and somewhat overlap the contiguous

distributions. This is not an extraordinary assumption, given that in Table 2 we do not see any dramatic increases

in the education variable, which is sometimes used as proxies for health, for contiguous scores.
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estimate would be a 1.4% reduction of incidence of low birth weight with a 10% expansion of the

SR. These estimates are applicable to the population around the threshold.

The improvements in health outcomes disappear and become negative when we use data from a

period that exhibits evidence of manipulation in the poverty index score, which was used to deter-

mine eligibility for the public health insurance. This suggests that the effectiveness of government

social programs can be hurt by a weak institutional environment.

Future studies could expand the results that explore evidence of channels through which the

Subsidized Regime affected newborn health. As a first attempt, we used Demographic and Health

Survey (DHS) data to see whether the Subsidized Regime provided improvements in quality of

care, relative to the Basic Health Plan. We found suggestive evidence that people in the Subsidized

Regime get more prenatal care, and are more likely to receive training in good prenatal behavioral

habits. Evans and Lien (2005) show that prenatal care early in the pregnancy can have positive

effects on birth outcomes in at-risk populations. More information on the quality, extent and timing

of prenatal care used in Colombia, would be helpful for policymakers interested in enhancing the

effectiveness of public health insurance programs.

In addition, given that in the literature mortality has been identified as “the least controversial

measure of health” (Culyer, 2000, p.1068), future work could determine the effects of the Subsidized

Regime on maternal and infant mortality. Furthermore, to the extent that child health is related

to later life outcomes as indicated by Behrman and Rosenzweig (2004) and Black et al. (2007), and

Currie and Cole (1993), it would be interesting to explore the impact of the Subsidized Regime on

long term health.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics
Pre 1998 Post 1998 Pre-Post

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Difference
Contributive regime (CR) 0.608 0.488 0.504 0.500 0.104
Subsidized regime (SR) 0.215 0.411 0.260 0.439 -0.045
Private Insurance 0.004 0.061 0.007 0.082 -0.003
No insurance 0.172 0.378 0.228 0.419 -0.055
Health outcomes
Birth weight (grams) 3041 499 3017 498 24
Log birth weight 8.004 0.192 7.995 0.195 0.008
Low birth weight (<2500 grams) 0.104 0.306 0.109 0.312 -0.005
Very low birth weight (<1500 grams) 0.010 0.102 0.012 0.109 -0.002
Preterm baby <37 weeks 0.146 0.354 0.155 0.362 -0.008
Apgar 5 score 7-10 0.920 0.272 0.991 0.093 -0.072
Health services
Number of prenatal care visits 5.838 2.536 5.805 2.499 0.032
Prenatal care visit indicator 0.969 0.172 0.975 0.155 -0.006
Doctor at delivery 0.994 0.077 0.994 0.076 0.000
Born in hospital/health center 0.996 0.066 0.995 0.069 0.000
Baby controls
First born 0.182 0.386 0.267 0.442 -0.085
Second child 0.329 0.470 0.352 0.478 -0.023
Third child 0.268 0.443 0.231 0.421 0.037
Fourth or more child 0.221 0.415 0.151 0.358 0.070
Male baby 0.512 0.500 0.508 0.500 0.004
Single birth 0.976 0.154 0.973 0.161 0.002
Mother’s controls
Cohabitating+ 0.571 0.495 0.604 0.489 -0.033
Age 29 5 27 6 2
<20 years 0.010 0.100 0.047 0.211 -0.037
20-29 years 0.542 0.498 0.639 0.480 -0.098
30-34 years 0.264 0.441 0.184 0.387 0.080
35-39 years 0.142 0.349 0.103 0.304 0.039
40+ years 0.042 0.201 0.027 0.162 0.015
Education category ∗ 4.290 1.278 4.282 1.207 0.008
No schooling 0.005 0.071 0.004 0.067 0.001
Pre-school 0.002 0.041 0.001 0.037 0.000
Some primary 0.074 0.262 0.071 0.256 0.003
Primary 0.160 0.366 0.151 0.358 0.008
Some secondary 0.335 0.472 0.335 0.472 0.001
Secondary 0.296 0.456 0.329 0.470 -0.033
Some college 0.057 0.232 0.057 0.232 0.000
College 0.071 0.257 0.051 0.220 0.020
Poverty index score 54 10 53 10 1

Note: *This corresponds to each of the 8 education categories summarized. + We include different
indicators for mother’s marital status: married, single, widow, cohabiting, divorced.



Table 2: Control Variables at the Eligibility Threshold
Pre 1998 Post 1998
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Baby controls
Male baby 0.012 0.007 -0.009 -0.005

[0.010] [0.013] [0.019] [0.017]
First born 0.006 0.006 0.013 0.021

[0.009] [0.009] [0.013] [0.015]
Single birth 0.003 0.000 -0.004 -0.009*

[0.005] [0.004] [0.004] [0.005]
Mother’s controls
Married 0.001 0.003 0.003 0.002

[0.009] [0.012] [0.008] [0.014]
Cohabitating 0.000 -0.010 0.003 0.002

[0.014] [0.013] [0.012] [0.017]
Age 0.032 0.081 -0.022 0.015

[0.144] [0.144] [0.298] [0.196]
Education category 0.001 -0.02 -0.002 0.022

[0.025] [0.029] [0.027] [0.036]
Schooling level 0.016 -0.002 0.002 0.01

[0.013] [0.015] [0.019] [0.017]
Year controls Y Y Y Y
Quartic terms Y Y
LLR bandwith 7.2 7.8
Observations 46,566 26,869 27,234 16,063

Note: Robust standard errors in brackets. * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant
at 1%. Parametric estimates are clustered at the score level. Observations reported are for the
first regressions (male baby).



Table 3: Pre 1998, Results
Panel A: First Stage

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Eligibility Indicator 0.116*** 0.112*** 0.110*** 0.098*** 0.107*** 0.109***

[0.013] [0.013] [0.012] [0.018] [0.009] [0.009]
Panel B: Access to Health Care

Doctor -0.009 -0.008 -0.011 -0.034 -0.008 -0.008
[0.011] [0.012] [0.013] [0.035] [0.018] [0.016]

Hospital 0.014 0.016 0.013 -0.015 0.016 0.012
[0.011] [0.012] [0.015] [0.035] [0.017] [0.016]

Prenatal care -0.009 -0.014 -0.011 0.045 0.024 0.018
[0.050] [0.051] [0.052] [0.104] [0.050] [0.047]

Panel C: Health Outcomes
Log birth weight 0.04 0.029 0.041 0.210* 0.063 0.056

[0.050] [0.056] [0.059] [0.118] [0.053] [0.050]
Low birth weight -0.135* -0.128 -0.128 -0.375** -0.177** -0.171**

[0.076] [0.082] [0.084] [0.185] [0.084] [0.078]
Very low birth weight -0.016 -0.016 -0.021 -0.142** -0.035 -0.022

[0.037] [0.041] [0.043] [0.068] [0.029] [0.028]
Preterm 37 -0.085 -0.066 -0.079 -0.26 -0.083 -0.082

[0.072] [0.072] [0.064] [0.196] [0.095] [0.087]
Apgar 5 score 7-10 0.079* 0.065 0.064 0.146 0.001 0.02

[0.046] [0.052] [0.055] [0.128] [0.062] [0.057]
Year controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Baby controls Yes Yes
Mom controls Yes
+/- 2 points Yes
+/- 5 points Yes
Quartic terms Yes Yes Yes
LLR bandwidth 7.2
Observations 46,566 44,853 43,538 10,392 21,079 26,869
R2 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.43 0.43 0.43

Note: Robust standard errors in brackets. * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant
at 1%. Parametric estimates are clustered at the score level. Baby controls include: indicators for
baby’s sex, single or multiple birth, and birth order. Mom controls include: indicators for mother’s
marital status, mother’s age group, and mother’s education.



Table 4: Pre 1998, Results–Excluding mothers interviewed within a year of delivery
Panel A: First Stage

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Eligibility Indicator 0.117*** 0.112*** 0.111*** 0.096*** 0.107*** 0.109***

[0.014] [0.014] [0.013] [0.018] [0.010] [0.009]
Panel B: Access to Health Care

Doctor -0.006 -0.006 -0.008 -0.028 -0.009 -0.008
[0.011] [0.012] [0.014] [0.037] [0.019] [0.017]

Hospital 0.013 0.015 0.012 -0.012 0.015 0.011
[0.010] [0.012] [0.014] [0.038] [0.018] [0.017]

Prenatal care -0.002 -0.005 -0.001 0.09 0.011 0.014
[0.052] [0.051] [0.052] [0.103] [0.050] [0.047]

Panel C: Health Outcomes
Log birth weight 0.042 0.046 0.058 0.207 0.062 0.055

[0.049] [0.053] [0.056] [0.127] [0.056] [0.052]
Low birth weight -0.147* -0.158** -0.155* -0.395** -0.181** -0.176**

[0.079] [0.080] [0.080] [0.200] [0.087] [0.081]
Very low birth weight -0.021 -0.022 -0.024 -0.164** -0.042 -0.028

[0.040] [0.044] [0.046] [0.077] [0.031] [0.030]
Preterm 37 -0.063 -0.059 -0.069 -0.205 -0.053 -0.053

[0.069] [0.063] [0.058] [0.204] [0.098] [0.090]
Apgar 5 score 7-10 0.091** 0.078** 0.067* 0.171 0.031 0.047

[0.036] [0.039] [0.040] [0.118] [0.054] [0.050]
Year controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Baby controls Yes Yes
Mom controls Yes
+/- 2 points Yes
+/- 5 points Yes
Quartic terms Yes Yes Yes
LLR bandwidth 7.2
Observations 43,705 42,135 40,909 9,788 19,913 25,400
R2 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.43 0.44 0.43

Note: Robust standard errors in brackets. * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant
at 1%. Parametric estimates are clustered at the score level. Baby controls include: indicators for
baby’s sex, single or multiple birth, and birth order. Mom controls include: indicators for mother’s
marital status, mother’s age group, and mother’s education.



Table 5: Post 1998, Results
Panel A: First Stage

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Eligibility Indicator 0.104*** 0.108*** 0.112*** 0.137*** 0.081*** 0.101***

[0.026] [0.026] [0.026] [0.026] [0.013] [0.012]
Panel B: Access to Health Care

Doctor 0.029 0.019 0.018 0.041 0.086** 0.053*
[0.024] [0.020] [0.021] [0.045] [0.040] [0.028]

Hospital 0.032 0.027 0.02 -0.011 0.071** 0.040*
[0.023] [0.025] [0.021] [0.037] [0.035] [0.024]

Prenatal care 0.076 0.068 0.056 -0.039 0.151** 0.084*
[0.056] [0.055] [0.055] [0.070] [0.066] [0.046]

Panel C: Health Outcomes
Log birth weight -0.118** -0.113** -0.117*** -0.021 -0.107 -0.075

[0.048] [0.047] [0.042] [0.097] [0.089] [0.064]
Low birth weight 0.272*** 0.269*** 0.262*** 0.161 0.326** 0.219**

[0.082] [0.083] [0.079] [0.156] [0.150] [0.105]
Very low birth weight 0.053** 0.048** 0.041* 0.002 0.044 0.032

[0.025] [0.023] [0.025] [0.051] [0.047] [0.034]
Preterm 37 0.233*** 0.230** 0.239** 0.231 0.177 0.165

[0.086] [0.099] [0.102] [0.188] [0.167] [0.121]
Apgar 5 score 7-10 -0.011 -0.003 -0.01 0.06 0.026 0.013

[0.046] [0.048] [0.042] [0.052] [0.045] [0.032]
Year controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Baby controls Yes Yes
Mom controls Yes
+/- 2 points Yes
+/- 5 points Yes
Quartic terms Yes Yes Yes
LLR bandwidth 7.8
Observations 27,234 26,397 25,583 6,229 12,728 16,373
R2 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.35 0.37 0.36

Note: Robust standard errors in brackets. * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant
at 1%. Parametric estimates are clustered at the score level. Baby controls include: indicators for
baby’s sex, single or multiple birth, and birth order. Mom controls include: indicators for mother’s
marital status, mother’s age group, and mother’s education.



Table 6: Interviewed for the Census of the Poor and born within year of interview
2000 2005

Before delivery Subsidized None Subsidized None
Prenatal care provided by doctor 88% 87% 93% 91%
Timing of 1st prenatal check 2.96 3.3 2.94 3.07
Number of prenatal visits 5.83 *** 4.86 6.21 * 5.84
Months pregnant for last prenatal visit 8.51 8.34 8.52 8.44
Urine sample taken 93% 94% 94% 95%
Blood sample taken 94% 95% 94% ** 97%
Told about pregnancy complications 80% 85% 68% 67%
Told where to go for pregnancy complications 98% 97% 87% 82%
Received training about breastfeeding 40% 37% 54% ** 44%
Given or bought iron tablets or syrup 72% 74% 80% 82%
Drank alcohol during pregnancy 11% 8% 8% 12%
Smoked during pregnancy 3% 3% 8% ** 3%
Number of tetanus injections 1.51 1.6 1.89 1.8
At delivery
Delivery by caesarian section 32% 26% 30% * 24%
At delivery: prolonged labor 16% ** 28% 25% 31%
At delivery: excessive bleeding 28% 27% 32% 30%
After delivery
Health professional checked health 43% 40% 69% *** 49%
After delivery: excessive bleeding 12% 17% 17% 17%
After delivery: fever, chills 20% 18% 16% 15%
Received medical care due to complications 57% 47% 63% * 51%

Care provided by doctor+ 85% 93% 87% *** 97%
Care provided by a nurse+ 28% ** 11% 19% *** 3%
Care provided by an auxiliary nurse+ 0% 1% 3% 2%

Observations 134 146 391 160

Note: For each year, the first column indicating significance levels compares the Subsidized Regime
to people without insurance. * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.
† in 2005 DHS the wording of the question specifies physical complications. + These tabula-
tions are reported from the subset of people who report receiving medical care due to complications.



Figure 1: Discontinuity in Treatment Assignment, Pre 1998

Note: Regression estimates include year and baby controls (indicators for baby’s sex, single or
multiple birth, and birth order). Standard error at threshold=0.01. Estimates are clustered at the
score level.

Figure 2: Poverty Score Distribution for Matched Dataset, Pre 1998

Note: Using information from matched Census of the Poor and Birth Records datasets.
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Figure 5: Poverty Score Distribution for Matched Dataset, Post 1998

Note: Using information from matched Census of the Poor and Birth Records datasets.

Figure 6: Discontinuity in Treatment Assignment, Post 1998

Note: Regression estimates include year and baby controls (indicators for baby’s sex, single or
multiple birth, and birth order). Standard error at threshold=0.01. Estimates are clustered at the
score level.
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